Goa: February 2004
I visited Goa with Amanda between 14th February and 29th February 2004. The trip was
arranged with Thomas Cook, staying at the Marinha Dourada, Baga/Arpora and flying
from Manchester via Bahrain with Monarch. Total cost was £1364 (£682 each) for Bed
and Breakfast plus in-flight meals and transfer costs. Visas were required from the Indian
High Commission at a cost of £30 each and an application form can be downloaded from
the Internet at www.hcilondon.org.
FLIGHTS
The scheduled flight times were good, departing Manchester at 4.10 pm, arriving in Goa
at 9.10 am the following morning. Returning, we left Goa at 10.40 am scheduled to arrive
in Manchester at 6.15 the same day – we were actually 30 mins early, despite leaving
Goa about 40 mins late. Transfer time to the Marinha Dourada by coach is about 1 hour,
but can take longer when other hotels are also involved. Flights were fairly uneventful
but very cramped. Monarch flies Airbus 300 planes with three rows of three seats across
the body of the jet. Leg room is at a premium and the classification “Cattle Class” springs
to mind. Departing Goa is also a nightmare of bureaucracy with up to 10 checks of
individuals, baggage and documentation. The subsequent stay in the Departure Lounge is
not the most comfortable and spacious in the world either. De-planing at Bahrain is quite
painless and gives a welcome opportunity to stretch and get mobile again. Airport
security is well managed and the facilities are good.
HOTEL
The hotel appeared to be one of the best in the area and the Thomas Cook Rep said it was
the best of the five she looked after including the Ronil Beach Resort. Although there was
no hot water for early morning showers c 6.00 am we had no complaints for the rest of
the day and only had two brief power cuts in the early evening. We never managed
breakfast in the hotel as the service started at 7.00 am and we were always out birding by
then. We lunched at the hotel on several occasions and the food was fine. The room was
spacious with a fridge, air conditioning and a ceiling fan. The air conditioner stopped
producing cold air approx 5 times; however repairs were prompt and efficient. The beds
have very thin mattresses and are uncomfortable unless you are used to sleeping on a
board. The laundry service is fast and cheap although the sheets are not “white” and have
numerous “clean” stains and the towels are similar with and a strange residual odour – a
remnant of the water/sewage system?

ALTERNATE ACCOMODATION (added March 2005)
A word of warning to unwary travelers: a friend of ours, Frances Gatens, was in Goa at
the same time in February 2004 and had been there on a number of occasions previously.
She returned in November 2004 and writes:-

"As a fairly experienced visitor to Goa I feel that I should warn would-be visitors who
may be looking for accommodation to steer clear of the Villa Fatima. In the past I have
always stayed at well known hotels in the Baga/Calangute area and have found them to
be less than luxurious but perfectly adequate. On my last trip (November 2004), I decided
to look for alternative accommodation and found reference in various travel guides to the
Villa Fatima. It was described as being 'clean and wholesome' or words to that effect,
and it also had the added attraction of being close to the area that I knew well, i.e. Baga
and Calangute. When my friends and I arrived at the hotel we were so shocked by the
state of the place that we refused to stay there. It would be an understatement to say that
it was filthy; for example, in the room that I had been allocated there was a colony of ants
living under the menu card on a side table; obviously they had not been disturbed for
some time. When I looked over the balcony of my room, there below was a substantial
rubbish tip complete with rats. The whole place had the appearance of neglect. We are
still trying to obtain some recompense, so far without success."
For the time being, at least, it would appear wise to give the Villa Fatima a wide berth!

FOOD
For us avoiding Delhi belly wasn’t a problem. We were fortunate enough to have several
good restaurants recommended to us by the Thomas Cook Rep and had excellent evening
meals at the following restaurants on more than one occasion:Mooncrest (everything) and J&A’s (Italian) at Baga River (taxi 50Rs each way)
Kim Faa (Chinese) and Le Francais (French) at Baga (taxi 75Rs each way)
Midas Touch (everything) at Calangute (taxi 90Rs each way)
It was unusual to have a two course meal costing more than 800Rs for two (£10) unless
accompanied by a bottle of wine which doubles the price.
Taxi drivers struggled to find the Le Francais restaurant which only opens Monday to
Thursday, but it is behind a well known restaurant called Maya (Indian) which was also
recommended but we didn’t have the chance to go there. There are loads of restaurants
everywhere covering all sorts of price ranges and if you wish to travel a little further
afield the following also came highly recommended – Little Italy, Suzie Lobos
(everything), After 8 (steak etc) and Au Reverie (fine cuisine), all in Calangute, plus
Milco’s (salads etc) at Candolim. Lila Café at Baga River is also highly recommended
(we went 3 times) however it is only open for breakfast and lunch until late afternoon.
WEATHER

Daily temperatures increased during our stay and in the second week were regularly
reaching 40°C in the early afternoons. Humidity was relatively low, but the best birding
was done in the early mornings and late afternoons with welcome breaks back at the hotel
where possible. In forested areas the temperatures were more bearable under the thick
canopy. Locals told us that the weather was approximately one month ahead of itself.
GUIDES & BACKWOODS
Getting a good guide/taxi driver is essential and following the advice of a number of Trip
Reports on the Internet we contacted Abhi Naik by e-mail early in December 2003 as
soon as we had confirmed our trip and by return had his confirmation he was available to
guide us throughout our stay. All we had to do was call him on his Mobile when we
arrived. The doubts set in on the flight as we met Paul and Mike from Sheffield,
coincidentally sitting next to us, and they said they also had hired a guide by e-mail.
Surprise, surprise, it was Abhi. Contacting Abhi on our arrival on Sunday we were
initially fobbed off with a promise to meet at 6.00 pm Monday to discuss our
requirements. After some pushing he said he was going out with another group of four to
Maem Lake at 6.00 am on Monday and we could join them if we wished. Paul and Mike
were similarly advised. Abhi said he would not be available to guide us the next day as he
had agreed at the last minute to guide a party introduced to him by someone from the
RSPB for 3 days. He said he would contact us at 7.00 pm on Monday evening when his
arrangements were clearer to confirm when he would next be available. Having waited at
the hotel for the call and sent a text to his mobile, we received a call from Abhi at 6.30
pm on Tuesday to say he had been able to arrange to take us to Carambolin Lake on
Wednesday. By then we had already been to Carambolin Lake and had made alternate
arrangements for the next few days as we knew from talking to other birders Abhi had
already made arrangements to take them out.
Although Abhi may be an excellent birder, his interpersonal skills and apparent greed in
not turning groups away when he is already committed, leave a lot to be desired and his
unreliability means I am unable to recommend him.
The saviour of our trip was Lloyd Fernandes who Paul and Mike bumped into at the
Biera Mar on their first two nights. They arranged to go to Carambolin Lake with him on
Tuesday and at 6.30 am we turned up at the hotel gate on spec with all our gear in the
hope we could join them. The rest as they say is history. Apart from the trips on the Zuari
River and our three days at Backwoods we used Lloyd every day and had a wonderful
time, clocking up 248 species and 148 lifers for me (reduced by a possible further 26
from a business trip to Bangladesh three years earlier).
Lloyd operates under the name Birds & Breakfast and has been birding for 6 years. He
runs a small coach seating c18 but 10 (European size) much more comfortably.
Breakfasts are simple but very welcome, consisting fresh rolls, hard boiled eggs, cheese,
jam, honey, plus tea and coffee. On the long day to Bondla lunch was also provided.
Lloyd’s birding skills are excellent, he is immensely patient and a gentleman and I can
wholeheartedly recommend his services to either individuals or groups.

Five days after our arrival we were joined by our friends Pat & Judy Hayes from
Stratford-upon-Avon, just in time for our first boat trip on the Zuari River and we birded
with them, amongst others, for the remainder of our stay.
Backwoods is a camp in the forest of the Western Ghats close to Molem – the Bhagwan
Mahaveer Sanctuary. The camp is fairly basic, with six sheds and six tents plus open air
shower and flush toilet at the rear of each tent. Pet tree frogs are sometimes a nonoptional extra along with spiders and other creepy-crawlies. Having said this we had no
problems with the wildlife apart from the occasional mosquito. Each tent/shed has two
unforgiving beds plus a table and a fan. A mirror would have gained another *. Despite
warnings that nights were cold, we were hot and kept the fan going all night.
Food is basic Goan cuisine and only lightly spiced. I don’t like curry but never refused
anything we were served up. We were led by Pramod and Loven who are both excellent
birders. The general camp routine involves tea and biscuits at dawn (6.30-7.00 am)
followed by a walk in the forest, returning to camp for breakfast at around 10.30 am.
After breakfast a second walk follows, until 1.00 pm when lunch is served. There is then
a rest period until c 3.00 pm when tea and biscuits is followed by the third walk of the
day which usually ends at dusk, looking for nightjars. All walks are around the camp and
surrounding area plus the Tambdi Surla temple nearby. A stay at Backwoods can be
organized by e-mailing Loven.
We went on two trips on the Zuari River with Pramod, taking two different but similar
routes, and enjoyed each immensely.
Our two nights at Backwoods cost 4000 Rupees each (8000Rs - c £100 in total) and the
boat trips were 750 Rupees each (2 x 1500Rs c £37.50 in total). Our various trips with
Lloyd (7 in total) cost 4350 Rupees each (8700Rs - c £108.75 in total). Not the most
expensive birding ever but certainly the most enjoyable to date.
SUMMARY
Goa is an excellent birding location with very friendly people and a wide variety of
restaurants providing food for all tastes at ridiculously cheap prices (by European
standards). One word of caution – the people are poor and generally have no sanitation or
rubbish collection facilities. It is therefore not unusual to see the roadside and beaches
used as toilets. Despite all drawbacks and the lengthy flight we both enjoyed Goa and in
all likelihood will return to India at any early opportunity.

RESEARCH and TRIP ESSENTIALS
A good bird guide such as the Pocket Guide to the Birds of the Indian Subcontinent
by Grimmett Inskip and Inskip is indispensable. Although not essential with a good
local guide, I also took Goa The Independent Birders’ Guide by Peter Harris.

Although this guide contains many detailed maps of all major sites it is now beginning to
appear a bit dated, especially the Species details, with many names having now changed.
Some site details are also incorrect as there is no longer access to the Ciba-Geigy pools
and the Merck Meat Factory Dump no longer exists. Most sites mentioned below are well
described in Harris’s booklet. There are also several trip reports on the Internet with by
far the most comprehensive being from Paul’s Birding Site re Trip in November 2002
found at
http://www.paul.wetton.care4free.net/frame.html

A number of good Trip Reports can also be found on the Birdtours site at
http://www.birdtours.co.uk/tripreports/india/index.htm

A good travel guide such as the Lonely Planet Guide to Goa will give you an excellent
flavour of what to expect and advises on everyday equipment you may need to make your
stay more comfortable. We went well prepared with medical kit etc mainly from Boots,
costing us c£80. In the event we had no problems whatsoever, but the antiseptic wipes
were very refreshing during long hours in the field.
Also don’t forget scope and bins and digital camera, if that way inclined!

Itinerary
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Day 1.
Day 2.
Day 3.
Day 4.
Day 5.
Day 6.
Day 7.
Day 8.
Day 9.
Day 10.
Day 11.
Day 12.
Day 13.
Day 14.
Day 15.

Arrival, Hotel area pm.
Maem Lake am and Hotel area pm.
Carambolin Lake
Bondla
Morjim Beach am, Saligoa Zor and Arpora Wood late pm.
Baga Hill am and boat trip on Zuari River pm.
Velim Lale am, Dona Paula and Santa Cruz early pm.
Fort Aguada, Chorao Island am, Baga Fields and Biera Mar pm.
Carambolin Lake.
Backwoods.
Backwoods.
Backwoods.
Arpora Wood and Hotel area am and Boat trip on Zuari River pm.
Morjim Beach am and Saligoa Zor pm
Departure.

Contacts.
Lloyd Fernandes – fatimgoa@sancharnet.in
Mobile (+91) 9822149002
Backwoods – backwoodsgoa@hotmail.com (camp enquiries)
Mobile:
Loven (+91) 9822144939
Pramod (+91) 9822387434
Leio (+91) 9822139859
Backwoods also organize 2 week guided birding tours throughout India for small groups
- backwoodsindia@hotmail.com (tour enquiries)
Abhi Naik – naikabi@rediffmail.com
Mobile (+91) 9822137098
HOWEVER – YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED!

Marinha Dourada/Arpora Wood
The Marinha Dourada proved to be an excellent base from which to bird the main areas
in north and central Goa. Two small man-made lakes can be seen from the hotel
balconies. Although not very productive in themselves, hirundines, swifts and various
raptors frequently fly over. The nearby saltpans are good for waders and pipits, but the
locals were rebuilding the banks of the individual pans during most of our stay, reducing
bird numbers accordingly. Baga River is nearby and the whole area produced 51 species
with numerous short visits when time permitted.
Arpora Wood has much better potential than Baga Hill in my view. Even though we
only paid two brief visits we saw 35 species, but missed out on the local Indian Pitta.
With hindsight we should probably have spent more time here as friends Pat & Judy, who
were with us for 9 days, visited the site twice after we left, spending more time and
seeing more species. Arpora wood can be found by turning right out of the Marinha
Dourada gate and walking to the T-junction. Turning left the road reaches a sharp lefthand bend after about ¾ mile with a surfaced track leading to the Cabana Nightclub on
the right. Walking down the track past the club there is an opening on the right leading to
more open ground and with tracks skirting the base of the wooded hillside. Our friends
had good results here. The Indian Pitta had been seen around the shaded area just past the
nightclub in the scrub to the right of the path, up to the opening on the right. We followed
the main track taking the left hand fork past a small quarry and continuing up the left
hand side of the valley in fairly thick scrub and woodland. A taxi provides a speedier &
cooler trip to Arpora Wood at 50Rs each way, leaving more time for birding.

Maem Lake

We visited Maem Lake on our only trip with Abhi, leaving the Marinha Dourada at 6.15
am to get to the lake a little after first light. The journey takes up to 1½ hours. The Brown
Fish Owl for which this site is well known now appears to roost elsewhere. The main
purpose of our visit was to see an Oriental Dwarf Kingfisher Abhi had seen the previous
day, but we were unlucky. We did however get excellent views of a roosting Indian
Jungle (Grey) Nightjar plus Banded Bay Cuckoo, a nesting Pied (Bar-winged)
Flycatcher-shrike, Little Spiderhunter, Blue-faced Malkoha, Emerald Dove, a small flock
of Orange-breasted Green Pigeons, Tickell’s Thrush and Changeable Hawk-eagle. 59
species in total, boosted to 68 for the overall trip by a brief stop at Nachinola Fields on
the way back to the hotel.

Nachinola Fields
We visited this site briefly at c12.00 noon in scorching heat. Abhi parked by a narrow
causeway between dried out fields with drainage ditches branching off into the fields. We
saw 12 species in all with very distant views of c30 yellow-wattled lapwings in the long
dry grass, an over-flying Asian Openbill and the only Pintail Snipe of the trip, flushed
from the main ditch along the roadside.

Carambolin Lake
Situated a few kilometres south-east of Old Goa, the lake is approximately 50 minutes
from Baga. We visited Carambolin twice as it is an excellent area for waterbirds in
particular. Our first visit was also our first day out with Lloyd. He picked us up at the
Marinha Dourada at 6.30 am and by 7.30 am we were birding from the spot marked A on
the map. At 9.00 am we moved to the more shaded spot marked B for breakfast and more
birds, with several new species picked up in the scrub and wooded area behind B. As the
day heated up numerous raptors circled overhead. Villagers were thinning out the vast
expanses of weed and water lilies at the shallower end of the lake on both our visits and
whilst there were still plenty waterbirds, apart from Garganey, European ducks were
absent and we missed both Spot-billed Duck and a single Comb Duck that was seen both
just before and just after our second visit. After spending several hours round the lake we
returned to Old Goa for a spot of lunch, some shade and a walk around the cathedral
where the remains of Saint Francis Xavier are interred. He was a Spanish missionary
known as the Apostle of the Indies and he was also a founding member of the Jesuit
Society. After our rest, we headed to the area marked D and E on the map, overlooking
mud flats on one side of the road with fields and a small river opposite. On our return we
visited Carambolin Wood (C) to find the roosting Brown Hawk Owls. One of the older
villagers follows birdwatchers around the wood and will show you the roost site in the
hope of receiving a few Rupees – 20Rs seems to be acceptable as the first offer of 10Rs
was ignored. On our second visit we reversed the route and tried the mud flats first,
hoping to see Small Pratincoles. We seemed to miss what few of these birds were around
at virtually every site and this was no exception. A very close group of six Temmink’s
Stints almost made up for our disappointment. On the two visits the Carambolin area

yielded 107 species to closely rival Backwoods for the most productive outings. With
more time and further visits I’m sure the area would be even more productive.

Bondla
Bondla is the smallest of Goa’s three national reserves all situated in the Western Ghat
mountains, with only 8 square km of forest and a small, rather down-at-heel zoo at its
centre. It is about a 2 hour drive from Baga and our full day trip started at 6.00 am. With
Lloyd providing both breakfast and lunch. We made several stops along the 6km
approach road at Lloyd’s favoured spots, including the small reservoir, where with dusk
approaching we saw our only Forest Wagtails and Grey Junglefowl. A number of species
we saw were only repeated at Backwoods/Tambdi Surla and the visit also saw our only
Red-breasted Flycatcher and Crested Treeswifts of the trip. An excellent but hot day’s
birding produced 66 species. In addition we also saw plenty of Langur Monkeys, Spotted
Deer, Samba and Wild Boars. Bondla also has the only public loo we saw in Goa where
relief can gained for 1 Rupee!

Morjim Beach
The bridge over the Chapora River makes this journey about 40 minutes from Arpora.
We visited Morjim twice, once as high tide approached and later about 2 hours after high
tide. Before breakfast under the shade of palm trees on our first visit we watched a mixed
flock of 200/300 Plovers, mainly Lesser Sand Plovers and Kentish Plovers but with a
respectable number of Greater Sand Plovers. Amongst the flock we were also lucky
enough to find a wintering Caspian Plover. Gulls were numerous on both visits with c150
Pallas’s Gulls making a tremendous spectacle. A few terns were present on both visits
with Great Crested being difficult to pick out among the more numerous Lesser Crested.
Across the road from the beach is an area of scrub with a Black-crowned Night Heron
roost in the large tree at its centre. Lloyd also showed us two Spotted Owlets roosting
nearby. On our second visit, whilst having breakfast Pat spotted a large warbler working
the trees at the roadside for insects. He had found our only Clamorous Warbler of the trip.
The second visit also yielded our first Brahminy Starling, Grey-breasted Prinia and
Black-shouldered Kite to give a total of 58 species for the two visits.

Saligoa Zor
We visited the site twice to see the Brown Wood Owls as Pat and Judy had not arrived in
Goa when we first went. Lloyd knew exactly where to find the owls around the back of
the Zor and up a narrow path on the hillside. On our first visit we also had excellent
views of a Besra perched a few feet above us on a vine stretching between two large
trees, and a White-browed Fantail a few feet away as we crossed the stream bed. A white
male Asian Paradise Flycatcher and a female also performed well for us here and the area

is quite good for Raptors overhead. 38 species in total represented a good haul for such a
small site.

Baga Area
Baga Hill
Direction from the Marinha Dourada and access are well described in the report on
Paul’s Birding Site. Our single early morning walk here was disappointing, yielding
only 17 species. Perhaps we were unlucky. However we did have outstanding views of a
Shikra perched in the open, right above our heads. The subsequent breakfast at Lila Café
quickly refreshed our flagging spirits.
Baga Fields
The area was quite dry when we visited once in late afternoon. We walked from the Biera
Mar Hotel towards the concrete bridge over the Baga River. The main target was Greater
Painted Snipe which seemed to have re-located from the Biera Mar to a small pool near
the bridge. Two females duly obliged as we arrived and stayed motionless for up to 30
minutes as we surveyed the surrounding area. We saw 37 species in 2 hours here and
missed out on Zitting Cisticola and Short-toed Lark which we knew were around from
talking to other birders.
Biera Mar
The hotel has definitely seen better days. Despite many recommendations in other trip
reports we were very disappointed with our only visit here. The area had dried out
considerably other than right up against the back wall of the Hotel. There were numerous
mosquitoes and with a bird list not worth recording, the birds we did not see far
outnumbered those we did. There were no rails, crakes, bitterns, watercocks, or warblers
of any description. We did see two large Rat Snakes, one of which caught a rather noisy
frog, much to the annoyance of an Indian Pond Heron which was also stalking it. The
Heron was not prepared to admit defeat lightly and dragged the snake, with the frog
firmly clamped in its mouth, around the marsh for nearly 20 minutes before leaving the
snake victorious with a very bloody frog still clamped firmly in its jaws. Three or four
White-fronted Waterhens and a distant flock of Rosy Starlings were the only other
sightings of note plus a brief glimpse of a Shikra perched on the trees below the Biera
Mar wall.

Zuari River
We arranged the trips with Pramod at Backwoods by e-mail before leaving the UK.
Amanda likes boat trips; hence the two journeys. However, it is a good way to spend the
hot afternoon, in the shade with a breeze on the river. With a week between trips, we
were picked up at the Marinha Dourada at 2.30 pm on both days and enjoyed both high
and low tide. The first trip started and returned to Agassaimo, near the mouth of the Zuari
and with exposed mud banks nearby we were soon watching waders, including several

Terek Sandpipers. We had good views of at least 3 Collared Kingfishers and ended the
day with all six of the more common kingfishers. The second trip, at high tide, started
much further up the Cumbajua Canal, east of Old Goa. This time we had at least 5
Collared Kingfishers with one particular pair giving excellent and prolonged views. We
saw a single Marsh Mugger Crocodile on this trip with close views of 12 roosting Blackheaded Ibis, Oriental Darters and numerous egrets and herons. We returned to Agassaimo
were we had excellent views of Great Crested Tern and a smaller number of Lesser
Crested Tern on wooden piles driven into the river bottom and apparently used by the
local fishermen. We saw 43 species on the two trips and thoroughly enjoyed being out on
the river.

Velim Lake
The drive to Velim Lake is about 1½ hours from Baga and Lloyd picked us up at 6.00
am. We initially stopped on the western edge of the lake with rice paddies on the opposite
side of the road. Although our main target was vultures, we saw a total of 60 species in
the area including all the usual waterbirds. In India the vulture population has been
decimated during the last few years with the major cause now identified as diclofenac, a
drug used in the treatment of livestock. Velim is now the only reliable roosting site in
Goa with just a handful of birds. As the morning heated up we had breakfast and then
moved on to the opposite side of the lake where we had seen numerous raptors circling in
the thermals. Having taken a small road at the eastern end of the lake we walked out
across dry fields trying to find any shelter from the sweltering heat. We saw 3 Yellowwattled Lapwings, our only Hoopoe of the trip and I found a lifer for Lloyd – a single
Common Starling. As we reached wetter paddies we had to halt but still enjoyed good
views of c6 White-rumped Vultures with excellent close ups of Black Kites and a Whitebellied Sea Eagle. Driving away from Velim we had excellent views of 11 Woollynecked Storks and 7 Asian Openbills feeding in fields by the roadside.

Dona Paula
We visited Dona Paula on the way back from Velim Lake specifically to catch up with
Ashy-crowned Sparrow Lark. Almost immediately we had good views of a pair of birds
moving around on the ground. Over the next 20 minutes, walking around the plateau we
had excellent views of a further 10/12 males and females. Although they were mobile
there appeared to be at least 6 pairs. Although we only saw 9 species we were well
pleased with our stop.

Santa Cruz
On our first river trip Pramod told us there was a Great Thick-knee at Santa Cruz.
Although Lloyd hadn’t heard the news, continuing on from Dona Paula, he took us
straight to a spot by the billboards, opposite the shrine on the main road where there are a

number of sandy pools interspersed with scrub. We quickly scanned the roosting waders
and Paul found the Thick-knee after about 5 minutes. Leaving this site we drove down
the road, turned right and passed the church and school coming to a large expanse of
wetlands and marsh on either side of the road. This area appeared to have potential but at
2.30 pm when we had only gone out for half a day and with most of the party visibly
wilting, we decided to call it a day with only 14 species, but our main objective achieved.
Much to our surprise (in addition to Amanda and I, we were with Mike and Paul and Pat
and Judy) Lloyd stopped off at his house, introduced us to his wife and family and treated
us to cold beers and an afternoon snack of very tasty Goan food.

Fort Aguada
We made a 6.30 am start to visit the area around Fort Aguada and enjoyed some
refreshing early morning birding on a hillside overlooking the bay below the Fort. We
saw our only Indian Peafowl here with c6 birds roosting and feeding. We had breakfast
surrounded by a feeding flock of Rosy Starlings and then set off downhill (all the way in
some eyes) to the well known Indian Pitta site by the aptly named ditch. We missed our
target yet again, perhaps because none of us wanted to venture into the undergrowth! We
moved on with 38 species including close up views of a Black-headed Cuckoo-shrike in
lieu of the Pitta.

Chorao Island
From Fort Aguada we moved on to the Ribander Ferry as foot passengers and briefly
birded the area to the right of the ferry landing (or left if you are leaving rather than
arriving) on the north bank of the Mandovi River. There are a few pools about 100 yards
from the ferry which are good for waders at high tide. Our total of 21 species included
excellent views of feeding Woolly-necked Stork and Black-headed Ibis, together with our
only Eurasian Spoonbill and a mixed flock of curlew and whimbrel. In the middle of the
river was a flock of 2000/3000 Pintail, which took flight at one stage with a passing
raptor providing a magnificent spectacle.

Backwoods and Tambdi Surla Area
Along with Paul and Pat and Judy we were picked up from the Marinha Dourada at 5.15
am for our two night/three day trip to Backwoods. The journey takes about 2½ hours and
our first stop was the Mahadeva Temple at Tambdi Surla. After a short wait for Pramod
and the rest of the party to arrive from Baga, we set off towards the Temple. Almost
immediately we saw Grey-fronted (Pompadour) Green Pigeons feeding in a flowering
tree, closely followed by an Asian Fairy Bluebird and Malabar (Crimson-fronted)
Barbets. In fairly quick succession we saw numerous forest birds, some of which we had
already seen at Bondla, including Vernal Hanging Parrot, Malabar Parakeet and a distant
Mountain Imperial Pigeon. We also had excellent views of a Malabar Giant Squirrel,
leaping through the treetops. We then continued to Backwoods for breakfast. Following a

short break we were taken by mini-bus to a grassy area interspersed with trees and
partially surrounded by a range of hills for a raptor watch. We had good views of Crested
Goshawk, Crested Serpent Eagle, Mountain Hawk Eagle and Black Eagle together with
swifts and hirundines. We returned to Backwoods for lunch and a well earned rest. Later
we again went by mini-bus to an area nearby were we were later to look for nightjars.
One of the first birds we saw was a soaring Long-billed Vulture, making up for missing
this bird at Velim Lake. Blue-winged Leafbird, Malabar Whistling Thrush, Black-necked
Monarch and Black-crested Bulbul followed as we waited for dusk and a trek up a nearby
rocky hillside to wait for nightjars. We were not disappointed as first Savannah and then
Indian Jungle (Grey) Nightjars performed well in Pramod’s spotlight. We returned to
Backwoods for a very welcome cold beer and our evening meal.
Day two started pre-dawn with an early morning wake up call from Pramod. All birders
assembled near the entrance to the camp whilst Pramod played a tape of Ceylon (Sri
Lanka) Frogmouth calls. The birds had allegedly been recently disturbed and moved from
their usual roosting site. Very distant responses were heard and a number of disappointed
birders returned to their tents to freshen up prior to tea and biscuits and a walk in the
forest behind the camp with a fleeting glimpse for some of an Indian Pitta on the way.
Numerous forest birds followed including Velvet-fronted Nuthatch, Black-hooded Oriole
and a small flock of stunning male and female Scarlet Minivets. Amanda then excelled
herself finding a roosting Jungle Owlet which we were also able to show to Loven and
his small group as they joined us from the opposite direction. After returning to the camp
for breakfast Pramod then led us off briefly into the forest at the front of the camp to the
roosting site of a pair of Oriental Scop’s Owls. We also had Heart-spotted Woodpecker,
Western Crowned Warbler and a single Square-tailed Black Bulbul, before heading off to
Tambdi Surla again to walk up a boulder strewn river bed looking for Blue-eared
Kingfisher. Walking up to the Temple I found a female Malabar Trogon which everyone
was able to get, whilst Amanda contented herself watching the resplendent male, with no
one taking much notice of her discovery until it was too late and the bird flew. The walk
up the river bed was eventful with many stumbles on uneven and unstable boulders and
the discovery, in the middle of the river of a recently deceased water buffalo, covered in
flies and being attacked by crabs whilst it rotted away nicely. The Kingfisher was
conspicuous by its absence but some of the party had fleeting glimpses of a Brown Fish
Owl as it disappeared upstream. We returned to camp for lunch and whilst relaxing in our
tents afterwards we were summoned by one of the group to their cabin where they had
discovered two roosting Ceylon (Sri Lanka) Frogmouths in the middle of a clump of
bamboo. The birds were difficult to see initially but we were all able to get good views in
the scopes eventually. Later Loven said they knew the birds were roosting here! Why
then the early morning tape luring session? After our rest we retuned to Tambdi Surla for
some relatively slow birding as we awaited dusk and more nightjar potential. We had
distant views of Mountain Hawk Eagle and Rufous-bellied Eagle plus Red-throated
(Taiga) Flycatcher before heading of to the grassy area to the right of the temple. Here we
seemed destined to see very little with Great Hornbill conspicuous by its absence. As
dusk and numerous midges arrived Pramod heard a calling Jerdon’s Nightjar and we all
had excellent views of a single bird as both he and Loven switched on spotlights and

briefly followed the bird around the field. Cold beer and dinner were calling strongly as
we returned to the camp once again.
On our third and final day at Backwoods we started the day well, pre tea and biscuits,
with prolonged sightings of Indian Pitta, together with Nilgiri Blackbird, Orange-headed
Thrush and Indian Blue Robin at the back of the camp kitchen. We then headed for the
forest to find the woodpeckers we had missed the previous day. In fairly quick succession
we added White-bellied, Indian (Brown-capped) Pygmy and Rufous to the Heart-spotted
Woodpeckers quite common around the camp, together with Black-rumped Flameback.
We also saw Large Woodshrike and a number of Common Rosefinches, including a
pristine male. After breakfast we moved on by mini-bus down the road a couple of miles
near one of the local “Jungle Experience” camps, to a sparsely forested area which led
down to a partially dried up river with a temple nearby. We heard rather than saw Little
Spiderhunter flashing by overhead, but were soon enjoying cracking views of Chestnutheaded Bee-eaters perched in the tree tops at the side of the river. Before lunch and our
return to the Marinha Dourada we had final sightings of White-rumped Shama, female
Malabar Trogon and a white male Asian Paradise Flycatcher to round off some
spectacular birding at Backwoods. Before leaving we made one last visit to the Ceylon
(Sri Lanka) Frogmouth shrine to pay our last respects.
We saw 95 species at Backwoods and 50 at Tambdi Surla, giving a combined total of 110
species for the three days.
Although Backwoods was a not to be missed birding experience and added 31 new
species to my Goa List, we were very glad to be returning to our air-conditioned hotel
room, which by now had taken on all the appearance of luxury 5* status. Loven and
Pramod are excellent birders and have a superb knowledge of songs and calls. We did
however find that with a party of nine walking along a forest trail, birders behind the first
2/3 invariably missed several of the fast moving canopy dwellers being called out by the
leaders. If at all possible try to get in a small group of say 4/5 for the forest walks, you
will see much more.

